
�ear term safety improvements identified in Lancaster 

to reduce KSI to pedestrians and cyclists 

Signing\Lining schemes 

 - at The Pointer Roundabout clearer marking needed of the cycle path in the south bound 

direction and smoother exit from road to the path than the current left turn.  Clearer markings 

to continue along the east side of the roundabout.  Shared use zebras currently also being 

considered. 

 - Improved marking of the cycle lane through the Scotforth Rd/Barton Rd junction, as well 

as to add keep clear Southbound.  

- Stop sign at the exit of Chapel St/Butterfield St, where poor visibility past the building 

suggests that this is needed.  Agreement of the police to be sought.  Cycle sign facing side 

road with one arrow; should have two arrows to show cycle from both directions. 

 - Clearer signing for buses/taxis only, on the entrance to North Road for traffic exiting the 

one way system.  Many private vehicles ignore the current signing, as well as Slow signs. 

 - Clearer marking of cycle lane at 1. Kings Street/Market Street,  2. Kings Street/Kings Arms 

Close by Waterstones and at 3. King Street/Middle Street.  Possible additional ‘Let’s Look 

Out for Each Other’ signs at each. 

- Clearer signing of cycle lane at Kings Street/Queen Street and possible use of textureflex on 

approach to junction from Queen Street.   

 - Road markings at the junction of Aldcliffe Rd/Queen Street so poor they are virtually non 

existent. 

- Clearer signing of cycle lane at Kings Street/Aldcliffe Road.  Possible additional ‘Let’s 

Look Out for Each Other’ signs. 

- Keep clear markings at junctions of 1. Greaves Road/Sulby Drive and 2. Greaves 

Road/Greaves Drive to provide better visibility during queuing traffic. 

- Widening of existing keep clear at the Scotforth Road/BP Petrol Station 

 More substantial schemes 

- Re-modelling of the island at the exit of Barton Road on to Scotforth Road to tighten the 

junction and give motorists exiting Barton Road better visibility of cyclists heading 

Southbound in the cycle lane on Scotforth Road.  Cycle lane to be more clearly marked and 

visibility of existing keep clear to be improved. 

 - Smooth tarmac pedestrian and cycle lanes across the foot of Sharpes Hill with a gentle 

return of the cycle path to the A6 heading southbound beyond Belle Vue Terrace. 

- Road pinch with cycle lane at left bend on Cable Street, immediately after Damside Street 

junction by Bus Station. Need to re-model the central reservation on the right side of the road 

at the joining of Damside St/New St  with Cable Street to widen the main carriageway and 

smooth the bend at the pinch point.  Cycle Lane on Cable Street to be refreshed. 


